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Considerations on gradual glutamate
accumulation related to cognitive
task performance
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Abstract

Long-lasting activities with high demand in cognitive control are known to result in cognitive fatigue. However, the

reason for control cost inflation remains elusive. A neurometabolic account was proposed in a recent study combining

magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) with daylong execution of behavioral tasks. It suggests that control cost during

high-demand work is related to the necessity of recycling potentially toxic substances, specifically glutamate, which may

accumulate extracellularly. As MRS provides estimates of metabolite concentrations, further evaluations are possible

how well this hypothesis fits with fundamental consequences from the dynamic equilibrium of intercompartmental

glutamate distributions.
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In experiments involving multiple sessions of proton
MRS in subjects performing either high- or low-
demand cognitive tasks, Wiehler et al.1 observed
higher levels of cerebral glutamate in the lateral pre-
frontal cortex in the ‘high-demand’ compared to the
‘low-demand’ cohort, whereas there was no group dif-
ference in a visual reference region. Diffusion-weighted
MRS indicated a higher mobility of glutamate plus
glutamine (quantified together), which was interpreted
qualitatively as glutamate accumulation in the extracel-
lular space, where diffusion of small metabolites is typ-
ically faster than intracellularly. As MRS can measure
(on a centimeter scale) metabolite concentrations, it is
possible to evaluate this hypothesis quantitatively, while
considering that such observations lack specificity to
only one compartment, metabolic pathway or kinetic
pool. Figure 4 in Wiehler et al.1 reports a difference of
approximately 10–11% in the metabolite ratio of glu-
tamate and total creatine (taken as internal concentra-
tion reference) between the high- and low-demand
groups during the final 75min of a 6.25-h experiment.
This difference is proposed to reflect gradual glutamate
accumulation associated with greater release in the
high-demand task combined with insufficient clearance
during daylong execution.

A 10% increase of the glutamate level is in the upper

range of changes observed by functional MRS during

sustained stimulation, which normalized within

minutes.2–4 Assuming a typical baseline concentration

of [Glu]� 10 mmol/g wet tissue detected by MRS2 and

ignoring that only a small portion of the spectroscopic

volume corresponds to activated cortex, this corre-

sponds to a change by �1mM. Besides neurochemical

consequences of activation, metabolic compartmenta-

tion and MRS ‘visibility’ must be considered in inter-

pretations of task-related MRS responses. Briefly,

cerebral glutamate is predominantly distributed inside

the cytoplasm, with a larger concentration (10–15mM)

in neurons compared to astrocytes (�1mM).3–6

Glutamate sequestered in synaptic vesicles is present

at high concentrations (�100mM),6 however, this frac-

tion does not seem to contribute to the MRS signal due
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to restricted mobility in a tightly packed microenviron-
ment.7 Comparted to the intracellular compartments,
baseline concentrations in the extracellular space, which
represents approximately 20% of the cortical volume,
are very low (�3mM).6 Considering this compartmen-
talization, a rough estimation yields an increase in [Glu]
by only 0.15%, even in the extreme case of the simulta-
neous exocytotic release of presumably ‘invisible’ vesic-
ular Glu into the ‘visible’ (peri-)synaptic extracellular
space in all synapses.4 Such alterations are far below
current MRS detection limits. Moreover, glutamate
redistribution equivalent to 1mM total cortical gluta-
mate and extracellular accumulation (on a timescale of
hours) would correspond to [Glu] � 5mM in the extra-
cellular compartment. This is two orders of magnitude
above neurotoxic levels (tens of mM), which lead to cell
death if persisting for a few minutes.5

While these simplified considerations cannot capture
all aspects of glutamate distribution and metabolic
fluxes, the estimated orders of magnitude should be
realistic. This leads to the following conclusions: (i)
Extracellular [Glu] at baseline or under sustained neu-
ronal activation is orders of magnitude too low to be
brought in line with the concentration difference
observed by Wiehler et al.1 (ii) Current MRS techni-
ques are not sensitive enough to probe physiological
[Glu] changes in the extracellular space. (iii) Given
the minimal extracellular contribution to [Glu] detected
by MRS, glutamate diffusivity changes may not be
attributed to the extracellular compartment. These con-
siderations do not rule out extracellular [Glu] altera-
tions below excitotoxic levels. However, this cannot
be deduced from MRS results beyond speculation.
Alternatively, the diffusion experiments might also
reflect glutamine changes considering the difficulty to
separate glutamate from glutamine at 3 T. Unlike glu-
tamate, glutamine is nontoxic and could accumulate
extracellularly with minimal physiological consequences.

Convincing evidence relates increased [Glu] during
sustained activation to an increased tricarboxylic acid
cycle (TCA) rate to which glutamate is linked via
dynamic exchange with a-ketoglutarate.3 Given oppo-
site concentration changes of glutamate and aspartate
under such conditions, this highlights glutamate’s ‘met-
abolic’ rather than its ‘transmitter role’. Glutamate
accumulation may result from inhibition of glutamine
synthetase, which is, however, believed to augment
glutamate oxidation, or by de novo synthesis in astro-
cytes.3,8 Anaplerotic pyruvate carboxylase activity adds
net carbon to the astrocytic TCA cycle contributing to
extracellular glutamine release for use by neurons.8

Another relevant (glial) glutamine pool is probably
invisible to proton MRS,9 which might be metabolized
for energy.8 Taken together, adaptations in anaplerosis
and pyruvate recycling in astrocytes could explain

glutamate/glutamine changes seen with MRS.
Glutamate accumulation induced by feeding or glucose
infusion was recently reported.10 Therefore, altered
glucose availability in the circulation caused by a
stress-related hormonal response during task execution
could also contribute to increased brain [Glu].

Wiehler et al. did not integrate baseline measure-
ments preceding task execution but acquired MRS
data only during stimulation. A task-related [Glu]
increase was only indirectly obtained from the group
difference, which was driven by a [Glu] decrease in the
low-demand cohort. An alternative interpretation
might be an adaptation of the neuronal network with
gradually reduced synaptic transmission and, hence,
declining demand for elevating oxidative metabolism.
Such habituation evolving into an automatic routine
during daylong performance may occur during the
low-demand task but remain inefficient for the high-
demand condition.

In summary, the crucial requirement for an efficient
and rapid glutamate removal from the extracellular
space and long-term maintenance of low, non-toxic
extracellular concentrations suggests that potentially
sustained extracellular glutamate accumulation must
be orders of magnitude below alterations observed by
MRS. Therefore, the authors’ alternative hypothesis
that inflated cost of cognitive control may exhaust
some metabolic resource remains as a plausible scenario.
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